‘70MAVERICK
2009 HOT ROD POWER TOUR DEBUT

SEE THE BUILD HERE
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DESIGN & BUILT BY L A N C E P E L T I E R

‘70 MAVERICK

would it be to be able to build a car of this
caliber? It ended up taking a lot longer than
expected, but in the end, the car turned out
really amazing and it’s a total blast to drive.
Thanks so much Amir for allowing me to
fulfIll this dream.

“THIS IS ONE THAT
DEFINITELY CALLS
IT’S OWN SHOTS!”
The Mavinator Story
by Lance Peltier, Austin, Texas, USA

car and WIN”. I took a look at the puny
inline 6 inside the engine bay and the
First thing that came out of my mouth
was “This thing needs a Supra driveline
in it; everyone knows that Supras are
the King of Inline Sixes”. I was handed
an entry form and told to design it and
submit it to Spectre’s contest.

The History
I was in Little Rock, Arkansas for the
last day of the 2007 Hot Rod Power Tour
when I walked up to the Spectre Performance booth. I had used their products
for many years in my engine bays, so I
was interested in seeing their display.
Parked next to their booth was this
completely stock 1970 Ford Maverick.
the strangest part that really caught my
eye was that it was an exact copy of the
Maverick I drove to high school, down
to the same color, same hub caps and six
cylinder drive train. I walked around
the side of the car and saw signage promoting it’s design contest, “Design this

A few months later I was thumbing
through a magazine and I came across
this story on the “Mavinator.” I thought
“Hey, that’s the same Maverick that
Spectre is using for their design contest”.
Since the car was to be completely rebuilt
anyways, someone between Spectre and
Hot Rod magazine came up with the idea
of the “Mavinator”, where they added
fuel injection and lots of nitrous to the

stock inline six, and kept adding it until
catastrophic failure occurred. The story
was then documented for the entire
world to see in the November, 2007 issue
of Hot Rod magazine.

THE
BUILD
Fast forward six months

and sure
enough my design was chosen as the
winner of the maverick contest, which
would feature at an upcoming hot
rod power tour. Somehow, one way
or another, I then convinced Amir
Rosenbaum, founder/ owner of Spectre
performance, to let me build the car for
them. I have owned and built Supras
for many years so I was familiar with
the drive train. I also owned the exact
same Maverick in the past, and how cool

When the Maverick arrived in Austin, TX,
it was a bare shell. We took it to Hi-Tech
Custom’s in Buda, Texas where David Dean and
Lloyd Teitelbaum did most of the fabrication
work on the car. The suspension was gutted,
and replaced with components from Rod &
Custom Motorsports. A Mustang II, coil over
suspension went on the front, while the rear
has a coil over suspension hanging a Ford
9” Positrack from Jawsgear.com. David and
Lloyd also added frame connectors and a roll
bar to stiffen everything up and allow it to
take the added power that the 2JZ-GTE drive
train would throw at it. While there, they
also mounted the engine and transmission,
a front mount intercooler, seat mounts and
routed the exhaust.
While those guys were keeping busy with
the fabrication, I took care of the Toyota
end of things. The engine is from a Japanese
sedan called an Aristo; basically a Lexus
with a twin turbo Supra engine in it. I had
Dennis Murray at Precision Engine Services
completely machine everything and reassemble the short block. I assembled the
rest of it using a Titan Motorsports metal
head gasket to take the added boost, a Drift
Effects 67mm Turbocharger, header, and
external wastegate. DriftMotion in Pomona,
CA supplied the 5 speed from a 3rd generation
Supra with a 1JZ-GTE bellhousing, and a 6 puck
clutch from ACT.
Once everything was installed in the
Mavinator, then came the fun part. How do I

wire all of this up? Spectre made it easier
by supplying all Autometer gauges; so
the dash was pretty straight forward.
I ended up sitting down one evening
with a Supra wiring diagram and a
Ford diagram and drew up a wiring
schematic on the entire car. Once I
had the schematic confIrmed, the task
became a lot clearer. I kept most of the
stock Ford harness to run the body, and
sourced a Toyota Engine harness and
ECU. I also added an Apexi Neo air/fuel
computer so that we could dyno tune it
along with a Blitz Boost Defender to get
around the Toyota’s stock boost cut.
As far as rolling and stopping, the four
wheel disc brakes are from Baer Brakes;
Track Plus brakes with 13” rotors. The
wheels are from Centerline racing
Wheels, Boulevard Series, 18” x 9.5” wide
in the rear and 17” x 7.5” up front. The
tires are Toyo Proxies, 285/40/18’s in the
rear and 245/40/17’s in front.
Once I got it all assembled, I took it to Ric
Campbell at BigWigRaceCars.com where
Ric built the aluminum spoilers, door
panels and engine panels. the rest of the
interior and stereo system was installed
by myself and a few buddies.
The guys at Boost Logic in Austin, Texas
have built some of the world’s fastest
Supras. They helped out generously
throughout the build process; sharing
their knowledge, parts, and labor along
with dyno tuning the Maverick before
hot rod Power Tour 2009. I really want
to thank them for all of their help.
I also need to thank the following people
for all of their support throughout the
build process; I could not have done
it without them: David Dean, Lloyd
Teitelbaum, Craig Bearb, Larry Reep, Danny
Tabor, Lewis Venters and Brent Perez.
Also, thanks to Mladen Miladinovic at
Spectre Performance for being such a
huge help and supporter throughout
the build, and mostly my wife, Sherry, for
putting up with it all.

340hp Sound good
enough for me!

the details

